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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis is an attempt to present Veblen's contribution 
to the concept of welfare in economics . 
Different economic schools have developed different ideas 
about welfare. Usually the particular welfare concept and the 
economic theories go together. As will be seen, one of 
Veblen's contributions is to show that the economic theories 
are "..lsually dependent upon the particular concept of welfs.re. 
None of these concepts are right or ~Tong but only related to 
specific problems that usually change in importance . 
in 
In order to give an idea of some of the problems involved I 
the concept of welfare 1 some prevailing concepts, vvi th their I! 
history will be given. 
First, there is the individualistic type developed by the 
Class i cal economists. This states that the welfare of the 
group is dependent upon individual welfare (satisfaction) or 
the greatest good of the greatest number. The economics based 
upon this is concerned vnth exchange between persons and the 
results. It's main contribution to the concept of welfare is 
that exchange between individuals leads to an increase in 
total welfare . 
Second, there is the group type . This is based on the 
welfare of the individual being dependent upon that of the 
group . This can be divided into two schools of concentration. 
There al'e those who concentrate on the whole society and those 
who concentrate upon particular institutions within society. 
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The former are the holist s and so are those who work vvi th 
aggregates like Keynes and genera.l equilibrium economics. 
The latter are the institutionalists. They are concerned -v ith 
how a specific institution such a s labor methods and organiza-
tions affect the general welfare of the society and the 
specific welfare of labor. Veblen is concerned with both the 
aggregative aspect and t he institutional. Very seldom, does 
any one economist stick to just one type. They usually make 
use of both group and individual concepts vdth differing 
emphasis. The main problem of welfare concepts, especially 
of the first type, is measurability. As Alfred Marshall said, 
the main factor that has made economics the most advanced of 
the social sciences has been the development of measurable 
concepts.y In the individualistic economics , based upon 
the utility concept with its counterpart in prices, was the 
basis of economics great growth. Yv'hen talking about whether 
a group mechanism, such as labor unions, benefits or is 
detrimental to welfare, the concept is vaguer and less measur-
able. In this respect, the aggregates of Keynes and others 
have been of great use, but they only are useful in a small 
number of problems, mainly of the business cycle type. 
Another problem is whether economics is based upon wel -
fare concepts. A welfare concept has a normative use in that 
you try to evolve a . system that will benefit manking • . Many 
y Marshall , Alfred., ~rinciples of Economics, Book I, 
Chapter 6, ls~ Edition. 
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economists claim that economic theory is immutable and not 
based upon any welfare concept. 
This attitude started about the turn of the cent1..1I'y. 
Previous t o that time, the classicists combined and recognized 
both the normative and ob jective aspects of their economics. 
It had a criterion of welfare, the greatest good of the great-
est numller , that would be fulfilled if you left things alone . 
But, when it became clearly recognizable that laissez f aire 
didn't work for optimum welfare , many economists turned 
their attention strictly to developing of their theories 
about how the system operated and said that problems concern-
ing policy involved other matters than pure economics, there-
fore were of no concern to them. So they turned their atten-
tion exclusively to supply and demand curves that are con-
cerned with exchange relations between people . 
But their approach was useless in solving the economic 
problems of the day. So a group of heretics including Veblen 
and the business cyclists were doing the pioneer work in 
developing economic concepts relevant to the economic problems 
of the day. They recognized tba t the economic system it self 
was of importance to mutual welfare the same as the Classicists. 
They believed that a laissez faire system was best. Veblen 
and the business cyclists believed in a certain amount of 
group control. They were interested in welfare whether un-
employment or the maximum production of goods , the same as 
the Classicists. 
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The reeson the others could not solve the problems was 
because they believed that all economi c probl ems should be 
solved by individual utilitarian approach. Such a concent 
was no longer as important to economics as it he.d been i n the 
previous centuries. Renent ly, since the 1930's, there has 
been a return to welfare concepts as the basis of economics. 
In thi s thesis , Veblen's contributions to the welfare 
concept are considered. Chapter I pre sents Veblen's concept 
of an evolutionary economics. Here, a comparatively complete 
concept of welfare that wil l include the classical a spect 
will be presented. The second chapter is a continuation of 
the ideas i n the first by consideration of Veblen's criticism 
of the prevailing schools of economics of hi s time . Chapt er 
three emphasizes how the whole cultural context , institutions , 
or social psychology affects end i s affected by economic 
institutions and the economic int er est with historical des-
cription of the result of these inst itutions over the years 
upon economic welfare as based primarily on the group concept . 
Chart er four is concerned with how the prevailing economic 
insti t utions affect economic welfare . It demonstrates con-
clusively how the purposeful acts of individual business men 
have very little ef fect upon the final results. The final 
result depends upon the institutions. Chapt er five is the 
conclusion rega1•ding Veblen ' s contribution to the concept of 
welfare . 
In all these chapters an attempt has been made to con-
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centrate the material of Veblen's most L~portant works upon 
the subject matter of each chapter rather than restrict a 
chapter to a particular work. The thesis is mainly restricted 
to Veblen's descriptive work rather than his suggestions for 
solutions to the problems of his day except where his 
solutions have some purpose in illustrating or developing his 
concepts. 
AN EVOLUTIONARY ECONOMICS 
In this chapter Veblen's concept of an evolutionary 
economics is presented. This is based upon a behavioristic 
psychology and deals mainly vvith social psychology. The 
social psychology gives us some thing that can be called 
pseudo-entity or group ethos. The development of his defi-
nition of economics shows how this pseudo-entity operates. 
A comparison between Veblen's evolutionary economic s and 
utilitarian economics points to some of the practical results. 
Veblen divides the p-sychology of man into three aspects: 
instincts, habits of thought, and intel l igence for the pur-
pose of his studies i n economic s . y 
An instinct, as distingui shed from a tropisonatic action, 
involves the conscious adaptation of the organism to the 
specific goal or object designated by the instinct. This 
conscious adaptation involves intelligence. Intelligence 
develops a body of ways and means that become habits used to 
wo rk out or fulfill the instincts. These habits are the 
mechanism that exists between the instinctual impulse and its 
realization., 
This analysis of man i s supposed to be an induction from 
the observation of man's actions. I t is behaviorcist ic., 
Observation has shown that over the generations and lli~ong all 
human beings there are particular attitudes that always seem 
~ Veblen, Thorstein; The Instinct of Wo~kmanship , page 4 . 
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to appear . These are called instincts. There are other 
attitudes that vary from time to time, and from person to per-
son. These are habits of thought . The habits of thought are 
assumed to be the adaptation of the instincts to the particular 
environment. The adapting apparatus is called intelligence. 
From this, it can be seen that, although instincts are 
hereditary, the actual extent of appearance or use of specific 
instincts fluctuates from person to person and from generation 
to generation. This is so, especially among c ivilized people. 
As people become more civilized, they develop a larger super-
st~lcture of habits of thought. This superstn1cture has 
greater chance of variance since it is developed rather than 
being instinctual. 
The people of specific areas and specific generations 
have a large similarity in their particular habits of thought. 
This similarity is called an institution. An institution is 
"a widely prevalent habit of thought~ '§/ This prevalence of 
a particular idea gives it e. pe:rmanence beyond the individual. 
The he.bit of thou ght is coru.~. ected with its particular culture 
as a cha~act eristic. This similarity represented by institu-
tions is what allows the group to exist besides being re-
presentative of the group. The groups represented by this 
ethos form~ part of the environment within 'VYhich new members 
are born. Therefore, these institutions are very . important in 
~ Veblen, Thorstein; Theory of the Leisure Class, page 190. 
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determining a person's habits of thought. All of this gives 
an institution a greater importance than merely a ha.bit of 
thought existing in the minds of several individuals. 
The emphasis on institutions as habits of thought empha-
sizes the human aspect of economics. Ahabit of thought may 
result in the transformation of the physical and social 
environment but this transformation is of importance only in 
so far as it effects man's habits of thought. The industrial 
mechanism~ the financial system, the political system and 
modes or customs of living are only of value or concern to man 
as a hab it of thought in man's mind. In this consideration~ 
j _ t should be remembered that an institution and 2- habit of 
thought is more than a conscious purposive action. A person 
may invest a certain amount of money but the effect of this 
investment depends upon all the other human ideas that have 
constructed this particular institution in which this pur-
posive action operates. 
All these different institutions together represent the 
cultural ethos of a society. It was seen that s.n institution 
is more than whe.t is created by a. purposive action. There-
fore~ an institution has an existence beyond any particular 
purposive action. The ethos that can be conceived as one 
gigantic institution has s.n existence upon which the purposive 
actions of people in one particular time and area have very 
little effect. 
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This concept of a pseudo-entity beyond the rntional 
purposive actions of man is the basis of Veblen's economics. 
"All life is group life~'y' Group life or society as r epresent-
ed by these institutions or ethoses as a pseudo-entity is 
the bas is of Veblen's welfare concept. The welfare of the 
individual depends u pon the welfare of the group. This is the 
reverse of the classical approach which states that the wel-
fare of the group isthe sum of the welfare of individuals. 
In line ~nth this approach man adapts to the group 
process. The group process has a life of its O\vn in which 
each man only represents a cog. This ethos is of prime im-
portance. Vfuat ever aids the group aids the members and aid 
to the group comes b efore aid to its members. 
The development of this concept by the Germans does not 
need to be pointed out since it is so well knovm. The only 
thing t o remember right now is that the concept results in 
genecide when people forget that the purpose of the group is to 
aid the individual. 
For tbe development of those institutions and that ethos 
most conductive to the welfare of the group, Veblen develops 
his analysis of instincts. There are four instincts that 
Veblen considers particularly relevant to the problems of 
economics based on group ·welfare. They are the instincts of 
workmanship, parental bent/ idle curiosity, and aequisition or 
jj Veblen, Thorstein; Instinct of Workm_a_g_~hi.:e., page 104 
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predation. 
The instinct of workmanship works directly for the 
materie~ well-being of mankind. It operates for the most 
efficient adapting or directing means to an end. It is 
characterized- by a proclivity for taking pains and for being 
impassionate or objective. The parental instinct is the 
solicitude fo r the welfare of the group or race as a whole. 
The instinct of idle curiosity gathers information. It is 
usually related to no specific purpose and is concerned with 
observation and development of theories about what is seen. 
All three of these together work for the welfare of the group. 
The first and third by themselves are not especially connected 
with a concept of the group, but when combined vvi th the second, 
they are directed towards that end • .§/ 
The acquisition instince is self-preservationby sub-
duing all else to your ends and self-glorification. The 
parental instinct in contrast 1 bases self-preservation upon 
preservation of the group. The acquisitive instinct is 
usually characterized by pride and emulation. This instinct 
can be so directed by institutions so that it operates either 
for society or against it. Veblen states that in primitive 
societies it took the form of vieing to see who could do the 
most f or the group welfare . In other cultures it took more 
§/ Veblen, Thorstein; Instinct of_.workmanship;L pages 20-36. 
l l , 
the form of self-aggr~~dizement and exploitation of others.§/ 
Therefore, it can lead to emphasis on self-interest or group 
interest. This instinct ban be considered as the incentive or 
life-giving power. As such, it can operate to further the 
first three instincts mentioned or operate against them. Veble 
never comes right out and says that it represents the incent-
ive or life-giving power, but he comes very close to it. 
So far, Veblen's psychological and sociological concepts 
BfVe been presented. These form the foundation for his theory 
of an evolutionary economics. Now, Veblen's definition of an 
evolutionary economics will be considered. Veblen defines 
evolutionary economics as a "theory of a process of cultural 
I 
grov~h as determined by the economic interest, a theory of a 
cumulative sequence of economic institutions stated in terms 
I of the process itself"1/ 
A " proc ess" is an operating system in Vb. ich there is not 
any single cause and effect but rather a multiple of movements 
that act and react upon each other. A good example is a 
machine while it is in operation. Every single part of the 
machine is operated upon and operates upon the other parts. 
Cultural growth is pictured in the same manner . What initially 
caused it to start or what the final end will be is irrelevm t. 
§/ Veblen, Thorstein; Instinct of Workmanship, Chapter 2 
7 Veblen , Thorstein; Place _ oz_~Q_ience._, "Why is economics not 
an Evolutionary Science", page 77. 
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What is being considered is i ts opel"ation and as such it is 
described as a process. · Therefore , the two aspects of process 
are (1) it is the motion of an organism, not the cause of that 
motion or the result that is being considered, (2) the process 
is represenved by an interplay between the parts . 
"Cumulative sequence n or cumulat ive causation points to 
past actions end habits of thought determining present actions 
and habits of thought, the results of which vrill determine 
futtu'e actions and habits of thought . 
Both nprocess " and "cumulative sequence" emphasize quali -
tative changee They are concerned with stn1cture and other 
qualities ,,habits of thought, or institutions in determining 
present actions. Put the two together and you have a system 
continually in motion wherein the preceding qualitative 
characteristics determine the present 11 interval of instability" . 
" The process of causation, the interval of instability and 
transition between initial cause and definitive effect has 
come to take the first place in the inqu.iry; instead of 
that consummation in which the causal effect was once pre -
sumed to come to rest ••• a!viodern science is becoming sub-
stantially a theory of the process of consecutive change , 
which istaken to be self-continuing or self-propagating 
and to have no final term. Questions of a primordial 
beginning and a definitive outcome have fallen into obeyance 
wi~hin tne modern sciences and such questions are in a 
fair way to lose all consi~_eration at the hand of the 
scientists . Modern science is ceasing to occupy itself 
with the natural laws--the codified rules of the game of 
causation--and is concerning its 31f wholly with what has 
ta.lcen place and what is taking place ." §/ 
~eblen, Thorstein; Pl~~~.:f._Sci~~' "Evolution of the 
Scientific Point of Viewn 1 p.p . 37-38 
_] 'Z 
" ••• a process of cultural growth" is the cumulative change of 
institutions or habits of thought of man. It 1 s important 
aspects are (1) the degree of freedom or restriction of 
instincts that operate for mater ial welfare and (2) determinism 
based upon selective adaptaion, necessity and cultural lag. 
The first is explained above on pages 10- 12, 
The process part of deter~inism is represented by (a) the 
whole cultural pattern determines each event rather than a 
particular habit of thought completely determining an action . 
The degree of importance of a particular habit of thought in 
determining an action depends upon the closeness of relation-
ship, (b) one habit of thought has an influence on the others , 
i.e. a person 's occupati on as a partial determining factor in 
activities outside the occupation. (Veblen emphasizes this 
point in The Theory of Business Enterprise , wherein the 
modern machinery economy is suppose to make man think more 
objectively and less anthropoffio~phically), (c) an invisible 
self-generating force keeps the process in motion. This aspect 
is inherent in the definition of process . The important idea 
is that the effect of certain actions of man are not recognized 
by man and therefore the self-generative force is insisible. 
In developing things like language, writing, printing, and 
handicrafts, man never realized what would be the result or 
effect upon him of these actions he undertook. This makes 
man's actions partly adaptive to unforeseen changes to fulfill 
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his instincts and partly explorative in finding methods to 
adopt. The explorative function represented by the instinct 
of idle curiosity leads to causing the changes although man 
u~~ally does not realize the full import of his actions. 
The cumulative change is regulated by selective adaptation 
necessity, and cultural lag.:EJ Selective adaptation is the 
gradual choice through survival or frequency and duration of 
use of those traits of man that work best for his material 
welfare . It is the selection of t he more stable habits . ~t 
the same time, there is a continuous adaptation of these more 
stable traits to the present situation~ mru{ing for minor 
variations. The less a particular habit is attacked or con-
tradicted by new knowledge and the more it is used the more 
entrenched and pervasive it becomes. 
As for necessi ty, a "readjustment of man's habits of 
thought to conform "~Ad. th the exigencies of an altered situation 
is in a case made only tardily and reluctantly, and only under 
the coercion exercised by a si t uation vhich had made the 
accredited views antenable" ]!}} Social inertia is s. natural 
phenomena and a ~rson only cl~nges if he has to because of the 
mental exertion used to make the adjustment. Veblen is ref' err-
ing mainly to group or social change. As to specific in-
'll Veblen, Thorstein; The_o_ry of the Le:.tsure Class, chapter 5. 
lQ/ Ibid, P• 192 
dividuals, the i nstinct of idle curiosity softens the doctrine 
with respe ct to some people . The spirit of a group (a factor 
not mentioned by Veblen) also may have some softening in- . 
fluence. 
Closely related to necessity is the principle of least 
resistance . In the adjustment of past habits of thought to 
present conditions, the new habits tbat are incorporated, the 
quickest and easiest, are those closest in agreement with ~e­
vious ideas. The greater the discrepancy betvveen the new ideas 
and prevailing habits , the more the person ~111 resist ass im-
ilation of the n ew ideas. If it is i mperat ive that he does 
ass imilat e the new ideas , the greater will be the confl:i. ct . 
Cultural lag i s repres ented by a continuous maladjustment 
betwe en t he habits of thought man is using in the present time 
in relation to existing conditions . The habits of thought or 
institutions are bui l t upon past conditions whi le the present 
conditions are assu~ed to be different . Therefore , ther e is 
a cul:tural lag bet·ween the conditions and the habits of 
thought. The amount 6f lag differs as between different people 
and institutions . Those that are less exposed to the exigencie~ 
of the present situation will be further away from adjustment 
and resist the adjustment more than the others.!1/ 
Cultural growth is forced by peopl e not benefiting as 
11/ Veblen, Thorstein; The~rx _of the Le isure Class,chapter 8. 
much from a situation as they would if they were completely 
adjusted jt lg/ There is not any concept of progress or 
improvement in this concept in the cha~er Veblen states. The 
instinct of workm:;mship is concerned ,.lith achieving a better 
and more effecient adaptation to the present situation. Idle 
curiosity just develops ideas and knowledge that makes for 
better adaptation. Veblen says that the idea of man being 
better off in one period of time tlmn in another is mainly a 
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result of his pride in thinking he has accomplished something . 
Man is only adapting to a self-generative p1~oc ess of cultur al 
growth. This plays down the part played by individual man in 
improvements. Improvements are considered to be based on 
society or collective action rather than on individuals. 
"Economic interest" is nthe commtmity 1 s methods of turning 
material things to account 11 l'L} Therefol"'e it is concerned with 
the "necessities, conveniences, and amusements" and the 
mechanism or collective system for taking them from nature, 
developing them , and making use of them. To Veblen, the 
economic interest is the prime determinant of man's life. TheP 
are other intere3B, but the others are not as important nor do 
they have as much influence beyond their own sphePe. Veblen 
puts much emphasis upon how the economic i nterest shapes the 
~Veblen, Thorstein; Theorx of the Leisupe Class, chapter 8 
]dl Veblen, Place of Science, "Preconceptions" 
W Veblen, Place of. ~cience, 11 \1\lhy Isn't Economics an 
Evolut ionary Science", P. 77 
cultural growth. 
"This economic interest has count ed for much in shaping 
the cultural growth of all communities . Primarily ••• it has 
guided the formation •• • of economic institutions 3 but the same 
interest has also pervaded the co~nunity's life and its 
cultural growth at points Which are not drlefly and most immedi-
ately of an economic bearing . The economic interest does not 
act in isolation but rather is one of several vaguely isola.ble 
interests . Al though the specific end of an action may be 
primarily of a particular interest , for example , economic, 
aesthetic, sexual, humanitarian, or devotional; the other 
15 
interests have a part in decidi ng the action and the purposen . 
As for economic institutions , there is no set of in-
stitutions that can be r i gorously set apart under t he designati®n 
--e conomic institution; because each institution is a complex o 
habits of thought coming from all areas of thought . The 
category " economic institution" is used to designate those 
institutions " in which the economic interest plays the most 
immediate or proximate influence ~1§/ 
" •••• stated in terms of the process itselfn means to take 
an impersonal , objective view of the system . Any ideas of an 
inherent meliorative trend or purpose attributed to the system 
are to be discarded. These are purely the projection of 
human tra its into the system. Any concepts are to be developed 
l£1 Veblen, Place of Science, p. 75 
inductively from the area of experience itself ; instead of 
developing an ideal logical system in your mind and then 
adapt i ng it t o reality . Much of Veblen 's criticism of class -
ical econom i cs is that it ' s concepts such as equilibrium, 
normals and utility are deductions from some hypothetical ideas. 
To f inish this chapter, the relationship between Veblen's 
evolutionary economics and the neo-classical economics is 
presented. 
Veblen had an economics of a changing pseudo-organism. 
TIIis ~pproach is based upon the consi deration of the effect of 
changing institutions upon serviceability or group welfare . 
The only unchanging aspect of his approach is the instincts of 
man . All institutions are to be oriented to furthering those 
instincts t hat v;rork for the preservation and best adapt ation to 
environment of the group entity. The institutions are a super-
structure, built up by man, in which he perfonns his purposive 
rational actions. This superstructure has grown to such heights 
t:b..at it forms part of the conditioning envi r onment into which 
~embers of the group are born. Also, t his irmnense size makes 
the purposive actions of an individual onl y a small detail in 
its operat ion. This superstructure is not the best adapted to 
~an and his environment as can be seen by the present problem 
of bus iness cycles which is an excellent example of the results 
of this superstructure. 
The neo-classical and classical are based upon utility to 
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individuals. It is based upon the purposive rational actions 
of individuals . This is considered to be all tr2t is necessary. 
Not very much attention is devoted to an institutional super-
structure within which these purposive actions occur. There 
are some, like Marshall, who have considered industrial organi-
zation or some other particular i nst itution and in practice 
most economists are considered to be institutional but in con-
sidering theory, they all depend upon the utilitarian 
economics. 
This approach ran into trouble during the current century 
because man's purposive actions accounted for such a small 
percentage of the total social occurrences. The main cause was 
the institutional setting built up over the centuries. There 
is no question but that the utilitarian approach was very 
important when economic institutions were small. In those days, 
man's purposive and rational decisions wex'e the main determinant 
of his and the group's economic welfare. But today , the 
economic inst itutions are much greater. 
It was because of this deficiency of the neo-classical 
method that the grovvth of Keynes 1 aggregate economics came about 
and it was only useful in the area of business cycles, and 
there only to a limi t ed extent because it rested upon only one 
or two of man's habits or institutions. His approach can only 
be considered as covering a small area and time period within 
Veblen's evolutionary economics. The same applies to u.tili te.r-
?.0 
ian economics al so. 
An interesting contr ast between Veblen and the utilitarian~ 
is given b~r their concept of capital . Utilitarian bases its 
concept upon the ability to o~n certain property and property 
rights with resultant rewards from its use~ depending upon the 
scarcity of that particular property or right . An object is 
only considered as capital if it can be clearl y seen that it 
results i n a return or productive use to the O¥mer or user. 
Veblen considers utilitarian capit a l as the specific manifesta-
tion of group capital. 
"Industrial capital is substantially a capitalization of 
te chnological expedients , ru1d ••• a given capi tal invested 
in industrial equ ipment is measured by the portion of 
technological expedients whose usufruct the investment 
appropriates. It would accordin$1Y appear that the sub-
stantial core of all capital is unrnaterial objects which 
a re fol'mally the sub ject of the capitalist 's O\llmership~ 
are by comparison a transient and adventitious matter. "11/ 
In contrasting Veblen with the utili te~"ians, Gruchy gives 
a different emphasis. Thisc an be seen in his contrasting 
Vebl en wi th Marshall. 
"Marshall was ••• concerned vd th the economic system as a 
final product with an unchanging structure. His systemati~ 
economics investigated the movements of the various perts 
comprising the fixed structure of a competitive economic 
society . His concept of structure carl"'ied wit h it the 
idea of ~ovement or motion, but not the idea of c~-nge or 
development • 
To Veblen~ the economic sy stem as a process or going 
concern is not a final product vuth an unchanging struc-
ture . V~nereas Marshall's economic equilibri"Llnl has move-
W Veblen, Plac~ of Science , 11 Professor Cla1 ...k 1 s Economics" 
ment like the motion of a machine Veblen's economic 
nr oces s funct ions in many ways li~e a biological organism. 
For wherea9, mechanistic motion or movemen~ is repetitiOUf 
and"unchanging, cultural and biological fun.ction ng alv:rays 
carrie~ ~~th i~ th~ possibility of change 9r development • 
•• • Veb+eri1s economl w p~~cess hfis a cumuiatlve rather than 
a statlc character. lJ:Y 
In the first part of this chapter, Veblen's idea of in-
di vidual welfare being based on group welfare and group ·welfare 
being furthered by the directing of the instinct of acquisition 
or incentive to the service of the other three instincts which 
operate directly for group welfare. In the second section, 
Vebl en 's concept of welfare 2,s dependent upon different 
institutions in different times because these institutions are 
an adaptation of instincts to the environment VThich includes 
accumulat ed knowledge . In the last section, it was shown 
tbat while the utilitarian economics was almost of compl ete 
import~mce in previous generations , it now has to be supple-
mented by an aggregate approach. 
I 11.§/ Gruchy, Allan, Modern Economic Thougb.t, p . 53 
I 
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CRITICISMS OF CLASSICAL ECONOMICS 
In order to understand more fully Veblen's brand of 
economics, his criticisms of the neo-classical and marginal 
utility schools are presented. This material comes from the 
essays: 11 Preconceptions of the Economic Science" , 11 Profes s or 
Cl2.rk' s Economics " and "The Limitations of Marginal Utility rr ; 
all of which are in Veblen's book " Place of Science in Modern 
Civilization.tt His main criticisms are :( l) it is based upon 
a particular economic system-competition between ownership of 
proper·ty and property rights; {2) it is based on a hedonistic 
utili ty concepti (3) i ts concept of equilibrium and purpose, 
( 4 ) and its use of normals or ideals are unr ea list ic ; {5) it 
has no concern for forces that make for a change in the 
mechaP.ism and no concern for the grovrth of the system; (6) its 
dynamics is just a maladjusted static state , (7) marginal 
utility is a rationalization of the idea that you get what you 
earn; (8) it uses Hypothetico-deductive methodology, lnstead of 
inductive. 
Classical economics is based upon a particular economic 
system;-competition between and for ovmership of property and 
property rights. Classical economics is "an interpretation of 
human nature in terms of the market place."l9/ It is based on 
the exchange of goods rather than on the economic interest 
lif Veblen, Thorste in , Pla~~.of _Sqience in Modern Civilization 
" Preconceptions", P ~ 160;. 
which is the turning of material go ods to ac count . "The 
pecunia.ry interest is assumed to be the economic interest, just 
as the production of property rights is uncritically assu~ed 
to be the production of serviceable goods. 11E!2J The f1.mdamen-
tal fault is the refusal to study the phenomena from the ba se-
line of economic process instead of their "pecuniary 
corallaries. "~ In Veblen's system, the pecuniary interest 
or system is just one institution included under the heading 
of economic interest along 1d th the other institutions. 
Economics based on the pecuniary interest is purely an 
economics of distribution, " a distribution of ownership and of 
income. Even in the analysis of production and conswnption 
they are described in terms of value which is a concept of 
distribution."~ It is a system of measurement of the pro-
portion of the total production. each person gets out of a 
system of exchange, and, even then, its analysis is limited 
i by a few rigid assumfions . As such, it is not concerned with 
either the character of the results or with the basis of 
determing the distribution beyond supply and demand.. Veblen 
wants to measure the character of the results by serviceability 
(welfare ) He wants to measure the system by efficiency or 
serviceability. As such, he bas to analize the different syste r-s 
or institutions to see if they are operating as effid.ently 
?!}/ Veblen, Place of Science in Modern Civilization, 
"Preconceptions" p 162. 
~ Ibid, p . 163 
ggj Ibid, "Professor Clark's Economics" pp . 182-3 
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as possible . The baseline for t his analysis is Veblen's 
mat e rial serviceability or wel.fa J"e. The 6oncept of service-
ability is used as a back drop a~inst which to describe the 
ecnomic system on ~~ch clas s ical economics is based. In other 
words, economics is all right as far as it goes, but it does 
not go far enough. Classical doe s not talk much about the 
effect t he different ways of acting have on the result. The 
hedonistic, pain-pleasur e basis of utility makes man into a 
pure rational creature of comparing differnt goods . Then he 
moves me chanically to obtain or to try to ootain the eoods. 
Veblen inserts a cultural scheme of habits of thought that 
det ermines :_ t h e different values man a ttaches to different goods 
and to different ways of attaining those goods, and why or how 
h e comes to these evaluations . These values and methods of 
acting are all placed against the bacl{drop of servicee.bility . 
The pecuniary (competitive acquisition of property) is just one 
of the determinants of his evaluation of goods and even more so 
of the way to get these goods . Getting bacl{ to· the a-sociation 
or compari son utility concept, Veblen repeats t he criticism 
or modification of Cairnes, that in so far as g oods serve 
different needs whether imaginary or a ctual, they do not compete 
or rather compete on the basis of necessity. The further from 
necessity you get the more competition there is. (This is just 
one factor among many that determine the degree of competition 
or the el as ticity of supply and demand .. ) ? 
The idea of the system having a purpose and concept of 
equilibrium are both considered by Veblen as a car1~over from 
the day s of man imputing to nature his o~m chara cteristics . 
Under the natural laws , you had an invisible hand that r ep-
resents nature . (Nature and the invisible hand represented 
all entities as one unified enity.) One result of this con-
cept was that there was a natural harmony existing between all 
ent itie s w~ich resulted in each gett ing its due. This harmony 
ide a carri ed over into an equilibrium or tendency towards an 
equilibri~un. The equilibriwn repre sents the natural harmony . 
Certain events disturb this equilibrium. But there are always 
natural forces bringing the system back to equilibrium. Upon 
this concept was bui lt the science of economics which was con-
cerned with this equilibrium and how the system naturally 
tended towards it. Such a system is logically correct. Such 
a system can be correct in practice, if by an equilibrium you 
mean a normal stat e of s_ffairs . Everybody is operating to get 
what he can , but this operation occurs with a group of in-
stitutuions that determine what methods h e can use and vmat he 
should try to get . The more entrenched these institut ions are, 
the more everyone 1{nows his place in society so th...at there is a 
sort oi' harmony. Whether this ha.Tmony i sgood or bad is not 
considered \'li thin the framework of orthodox economics. It u s ed 
to be considered as good. That was when economics mixed its 
normat i ve and descriptive aspects .. Today, the term is purely 
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descriptive. This effective demand .may be based upon physical 
force, upon o~ning some valuable resources, or on force, 
fraud, or luck. Economics does not consider these problems. 
I t starts from the baseline of effective dems.n:l thereby avoid-
ing such problems. If economicsis considered from Veblen's 
view of man 's t~~ning material goods to account, one has to 
consider these problems of whether the harmony i s good or 
bad; or in Vebl en's terms, whether i t is serviceable or not • 
.!mother result of the na tun.tl law foundati on was an idea of a 
natural meliorative trend in the course of events. Such had 
been almost entirely discarded. Veblen said that such an idea 
was a result of man's pride in believine; he had accomplished 
some thing.~ 
The term "normal 11 is used with two different meanings. 
The first i s when you consider a certain condition like pure 
competition as the normal (or ideal) case and all deviations 
from it as disturbing conditi ons t0Bt should be removed. This 
is economics as a normative science. In this case, you figure 
out in your mind (hypothetico-deductive) how the system 
should work and then try to make reality conform. Actually it 
goes back to the efficiency idea wher ein you figure out in your 
mind what sort of system would be most efficient (this is 
based on welfare.) Then try to make the institutions conform. 
Veblen's criticism of this method is that usually the Hssump-
~ Veblen, Thorstein; Pl~q~ of _ Sci_e_p_.~ "Preconceptionsn p .l60 
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tions that wer e used as a basis, change , leaving the ide2.l systm 
hanging in mid air without its proponents knov~n8 it . Dorfman 
gives a v ery good surmnP.ry of Veblen 1 s view on this point. 
The prod edure of classical economics is to give a conven-
tional nomenclature to the industrial mechani sm and its 
processes, and to work out its prospective values in 
accordance with a preconceiv ed pecuniary normality. A 
'ceremonially consistent formula~'~ to cover the industrial 
field is thus manufactured. The 'normal case' is used as 
a control and stabiliser of the economic situation, and 
features which do not lend themselves to interpretation in 
terms of the formula are eliminated as distu.rbing factors. 
Thus a preconceived normality, established by common sense , 
is seen as the real order , and to this the actual facts 
must adjust themselves in order to survive in the inquiry • • 
The result is a system of logic~lly consis t ent propositions 
as to the nQJ'JJ}8-l relation of thJ.ngs , 'a systern of economic 
taxonomy ' .. ~ 
The other idea of normals is as a series of descriptive 
cases such as competition, monopolistic competition, o~igopoly , 
monopoly, full employment , partial empl oyment , etc ., Such is 
supp ose to be a more realistic approach to economics . Concerni~ · 
the different degrees of competition, it is purely descriptive ; 
but when you consider wh~t is best or what makes for a particula~ 
degree of competition or full employment you get into the 
nor·mati ve aspect of economics .. 
While Veblen criticiz.es the use of normals, he turns 
around and does the s8!lle thing in his own work. His normal is 
serviceability. 
The difference is that Veblen includes the normative or 
~Dorfman , Jos eph, op. cit . pp . 1 55-156 
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welfare aspect as an objective fact . At least, this is better 
than those objective economists who believe they have elim-
inated the normative or welfare aspect entirely. 
There is no concern for forces that make for a change in 
the system nor for forces of gro~rth . Classicists are in a 
safe position \Vi th regard to t:b...is point . Their laws are 
immutable; but if they do not continue to reevaluate what is 
important for trl6 science of economics, they will become very 
unpragmatic. If economists consider only the rules of exchange 
or distribution based on concepts of productivi t y and utility 
all through the ages , they are often liable to find themselves 
without s. job. The science is liable to be extremely unimport-
ant during many eras regardless of the immutable aspect of the 
laws. The principles used now, may be only of prime importance 
in the present system~ In another system, although they vfill 
still exist; they may be unimportant . This is ru1other concept 
that goes back to welfare as the final basis; not only the 
'V'.relfare of society but the welfare of economists also . Veblen';; 
basis makes the science cover more territory so that it 
changes with the time Se 
This is one of Veblen's prime criticisms of classic2.l 
economics . It is not conerned with conditions of grov.rt h but f-
rather in reachi~g conditions of status or equilibrium of 
distribution. n ••• Hedonistic economics does not and can not 
deal wi th phenomena of growth except as grov~th is tak en in the 
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quantitive sense of variation in magnitude, bulk, mass , number, 
e. frequency."~ In talking about contemporaries l ike 
Marshall and Keynes (the elder), Veb len says they consider all 
human action vival of any aim or innovation in the equilibriu~ 
normalcy terms of u tilitarian hedonism. "They are theorems as 
to the limits ·which the economic • •• :lnterest imposes upon the 
range of activitie s to which the other life interests of men 
incite , rather than theorems as to the manner and degree in 
whi ch the economi c interest creatively shapes the gene ral 
scheme of life ".'?:§/ 
His criticism of dynamic s is restri cted to a r eview of 
Profes sor Clark's book on economics. According to Clark , a 
dynamic state is a madadjusted static state .. The more dynamic 
it becomes, the closer it approaches the pure competition of the 
static state . There is no lag , friction, or leak in the static 
whereas these f actors are wbat makes a state dynamic.~ 
Veblen' s dynamic state is conerned with changes of the me chani s 
within vihich the " static" operates . 
Veblen attacks marginal utility theory directly in tvro 
essa ys, "Professor Clark ' s Economics" and "The Limitations of 
Marginal Utility". In the former , he approaches marginal 
utility on its o-wn hedonistic ground. In the latter, he 
approacheds it from the institutional viewpoint. 
'?:..§/ Veblen, Place of Science " Professor Clark 1 s Economi cs t'p.l92 
5:2./ I bid . " Preconceptions " p . 177 
m Ibid . "Professor Cla:):'k 1 s Economics " P • 190. 
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The law of marginal productivity is suppose t o be the 
justifi cation of the tautology that each person gets wl~t he 
earns; that wages are payment for the capacity to offer that 
for vv-hich society will work in return .g§/ Competit ion is 
suppose to make the payment an equitable one by making it a 
consensus of all the interested parties. 
Veblen shows that under these principles, it j_s best for 
any producer in dealing with a competitive market to curtail his 
output, getting a larger share of income which is " the natural'' 
remuneration of the monopolist for his " productive serv~e 1 1 to 
the com.munit y in enhancing its enjoyment per uni t of cons1.:unabl e 
goods to such a maxium" .29/ Ther•efore a condition of monopoly 
is more in agreement with a "natural distribution" than a 
condition of compet ition. 
Not all of Veblen's r easoning in this essay is acceptable , 
nor is it clear ; but it is a well knovm fact that there is a 
max imum net productivity that only a monopoly can ta.ke a dvantage 
of. This leads you to the conclusion that 'IJd.th a community of 
monopolies, you get the same result as with a community of 
competition . I n this sense, it is a matter of relativity. 
Such a view makes monopoly a purely huraan creation and does not 
base it on physical scarcity . The vagueness of the classical 
definition of pur e competition is that is is based on the 
number of p roducers of t he same commodity and cost of production 
!!§./ I bid . " Profes sor Clark 1 s Economics" p . 205 
IW Ibid. " Professor Clark's Economics" pf). 216-217 
I 
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rather than upon co.mpeti tion between goods which is an un-
measurable concept. 
The marginal utility concept of surplus is also questioned 
by Veblen. The p rinciple g oes on the idea of additional units 
of a produ ctive factor having a decrea .c: ing utility. Veblen 
points out tba.t a person in hiring or producing considers the 
total cost rathe r than the margi nal m1it cost. This criticism 
does not invalidate the idea of surplus as between firms, 
persons , or units. It is only vd.thin a unj_t that the criticisn 
is justifiable. 
I n his "Limitations of Marginal Utility" he makes his u sual 
methodological criticisms. :Marginal utility is a theory of 
dstribution. Its theory of production is dravm in terms of 
. the gains to be acquired by production . (theory of distribution 
It is purely the adjustment of values (of distribution) to a · 
given situation or chang e. It talks about how changes affect 
value, but n ot about what causes t he changes. It has nothing 
to say abou t the · actual growth of institutions like tec:b...nology, 
money, or business customs which are the real det erminants of 
the actions of people {the calculation only operat es within 
this framework~ The system di s regards institutions entirel~· 
and bases its argume nts on a few logical postulat es of rational 
hedonism . It is a system of "suffici en t reason" rather than 
"efficient cause". You mal~e decisions on the basis of 
deductive log ic instead of tracing the cause and effect in 
actual events. These logical principles are considered immut-
able . 
An example of the faults of marginal utility is its con-
sideration of the effect of the price system on the economy. 
Marginal utility only conceives the price system as a con-
venient method of translating utility into reality. It does 
not recognize that the price system has a great effect in 
determining manners, morals, and valuations. For one example, 
there are discriminations on the basis of financial status. 
There are many financial transactions that do not have eny 
effect upon the allocation of resources anywhere near to the 
extent that there is an increase or decrease in the wealth of 
the people involved; i .e.J 
Variations of capitalization •• • occur without it being 
practicable to refer th~1 to visible equivalent variations 
either in the state of the industrial arts or in the sen-
sations of consumption. Credit extensi ons tend to in-
flation of credit , rising prices, overstocking of markets , 
etc., likevJise vJ:i.thout a visibl e or securely traceable 
correlation in the state of the industrial arts or in the 
pleasures of consumption; that is to say, vrithout a 
visible basis in t hose material elements to which the 
hedonistic theory reduces all economic phenomena.~ 
There a.re two aspects of marginal utility not considered by 
Veblen, that are important enough to the purpose of this thesis 
to be brought in. The first is that marginal utility concept 
is a good example of immutable logic of classical thought by 
which it misses many of the problems of the day by being so 
abstract . Marginal utility is based on payment according to 
~ Ibid. 11 The Limitations of I'l1arginal Utili ty11 , p. 249 . 
relative supply and demand. But a person's ability to supply 
depends upon his mobility which depends upon tr1e institutions 
evolved by ma.n and the phsical conditions. Vmat he earns 
depends upon v.hat the particular institutions of education, 
family training~ etc., give him in abili t ies and in an equal 
orrortunity with other•s. As was pointed out before, his 
effective demand depends upon vha t the institutions allo·w him 
to use in demanding goods. Effective demand i s power to 
command whether it be physical~ pecuniary, organizational~ etc. 
As pointed out in the chapter on the Industrial-Pecuni a ry 
concept~ marginal utility does not consider the costs of 
making the whole system operate which can be considered as 
overhead costs and are distributed among people as an in-
centive to make t hem produce the goods desired by the society. 
(See Appendix I) The second is another reason for marginal 
utility being a re~onalization of the tautology; you get what 
you earn. Marginal utility can be considered as a rationali-
zation of market results rather than of cause s of that result 
because it is based upon the actual existing prices. It 
takes the existing prices as given and determines the relative 
marginal utilities from the se . 
Veblen believes the science of economics should be based 
on en induction from actual visible, describable~ and measur-
able events and objects of the particule.r time period rather 
than on the hypthetical- deductive reasoning that classical 
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economics consists of. The example of the inadequacy of the 
classical methodology is its 11 conjectual history" wherein 
primitive society is descri ·bed in terms of present day 
institutions i n an attempt to show.that the ideal is the 
"natural" condition. "The whole narrative is a presentation 
of what should have been the course of pa st development in 
order to lead up to that ideal economi c situationn that SEttis-
fies the predominant habits of thought.~ 
Veblen characterizes the classical method as where you 
j develop in your imagination the way the system should work . Thi~ 
imaginary system is stated in the conyentional terms of the 
market such as capital, labor,land, etc. Then, it is compared 
vvith reality. If reality does not agree, reality is wro:ng and 
must be chang ed . 
I 
I 
An aspect hinted at in the preceding paragraph is that the 
concepts of the imaginar·y system often do not have "objective" 
capital do riot have any distinguishable counterpart s i n actual 
events. 
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THE WORKJ.1IANSHIP - PREDATORY CONCEPr 
IVIost of Veb len 1 s earlier works were conce1··ned vd. th 
whether different i:nsti tutions (habits of thought) were con-
ductive or detrimental to workmanship and their effect on 
economic institutions . The me.terial in this chapter is devoted 
to the two most important os..' tbe se works: Theor;z: of the Lei sure 
Class and The Instinct of Viorkmanshin . The subtitle of the 
- ---·--- -------- -·· .... 
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Theo~-:r_C?.! the . Le~_:?ur~_£_l_a~ is "An Econt:?_nrl:..q_ . ..§.~_\12:x.....s>..f __ J;psti_t~!.ti_<?_! ~" 
which appliesto the subject m2.tter of both vmrks . It is a 
study of the relation betwe en social psychology ~Dd economics 
based on Veblen's concept of institutions as habits of 
thought. Usually economists li..mit themselves to studying 
economic institutions rather than on economic study of in-
st i tutions . 
In studying the growth of society, the habits of man are 
divided into two categori es; predatory (acquisitive) and 
workmanship. At some periods of life , one category or · animus L 
predominant; during other p eriods the other one is dominant. 
The . The<?_T..Y.: of the _!:_eisu~:e Cl?-_S.E_ is primarily concerned with h ow 
the first animus is developed and its effect upon workms.nship 
or the ra te of economic development and the character oft he 
results . The most e.ppru."ent characteristic of this animus is 
the leisure class or absentee ovmers hi:tJ .. This serves as a 
symbol to identify the particular animus . 
The pre datory animus emphasizes the abi lity t o control 
others by either physlcal , mental or spiritual powers . It is 
the self-regarding attitude in which you try to get everyone to 
v1ork for you . I n prehistoric day s , it 1~Vr-ts associated with the 
use of black magic, cal ling upon the gods for aid, and physical 
conquering of others. It emphasizes the ability to be lord and 
master , to dominant, there by putting great emphasis upon status 
or a hierarchy of authori ty and subservience vdt h the k i ng at 
the top. I t is also closely related to the instinct of emulation. , 
tryin~ to be as good as the other person, and desire to conL~and 
the respect of others . (1,.Yi th emulation you have conspicuous 
con~~mption to display your position .} Other characteristics 
are the love for a fight or shovt of prowess through sports , a 
belief in luck or anim:ism, and aggressiveness or exploitive 
abi l ity. 
This predatory animus is assumed to be based upon (1) a 
certain predat ory instinct that is common to all human beings 
although, 11 generically~ of small importance; (2) the growt h of 
technical lmowledge and the use of t ools creating a surplus of 
' goods for h~~an use; (3) the instinct of e~ulation , rivalry, or 
competition between people . 
Man i s assumed to have originally been of a peaceful fr2..me 
of mind with predatory actions limited to sexual competition 
and against forms of life other tmn man .. Man 's struggle was 
against nature almost entirel·y . This stage is associated with 
a simple comnmnity life of no great wealth and very little 
individual ownership . There was no surplus worth fighting for 
and the group was small enough (rarely beyond a family and 
relatives) so that emulation took the fo:rm of trying to outdo 
the others in service to the community. The main deterrent to 
workmanship was magic, superstition, or religious concepts that 
prevented a person from taking an impersonal, "matter-of-f'act" 
view of the events and objects surrounding him. Instead of an 
impersonal view, animism was the prevailing basis of knowledge 
with man's ability to make the spirits work for his good througl: 
magic. 
With the grovrth of a surplus from the· use of tools and 
growth of technical knowledge, the concept of private property 
and emulation grew. This led to developing the predatory 
animus. The rivalry among people led them to emphasize ex-
ploitive abil ity, ability to acquire the surplus produced by 
others by fraud or force. The parental ins tinct was a certain 
I restriction on this tendency but not much. The exploi ti ve or 
1 prede.tory ability results in a larger accmnulation of wealth 
than by the mere creation of a surplus by menial tedious day-by-
day labor . I t allows a person to gain this surplus by peaceful 
I \ means, by the ability to rule those doing the menial tasks. 
Hence arises a system of status based on authority and sub-
servience. Even a society l"Uled by elders is forced into a 
status systmn as a result of self-regarding sentiments, and thi~ 
type of society was started on the parental basis . 
With the division of labor accompanying greater productive 
ability, the less predatory individuals like women are assi~ned 
the menial tasks whil~ the others take the htL'Ylting and warrior 
positions . This whole syste1n of status based on self-regarding 
sentiments and authority makes the society very conservative 
especially concerning workmanship ideas because the development 
of s ome type of ability by those in the lower classes threatens 
the position of those in authori t y. Also those on top do not 
have the economic necessity or pressure forcing them to deve lop 
new abilities. In the usue.l predatory culture "· •• the 
institution is com..monly found •• • to be tempered with a large 
infusion of predatory concepts of status, prerogatives, 
differential respect of persons and economic classes and a 
corresponding differential respect of occupations. 11 32/ This 
all results in considering an object in terms of its status 
rather than in terms of what it does. The self-regarding senti 
ment s are rampant "~ th the parental instinct mainly attached to 
nat ional symbols like a flag. 
Th e sentiment of common interest itself in good part e. 
diffuse work:lng out of the paren~al instinct comes at the 
best to converge on the glory of the flag instead of the 
fulness of lifE; of the community at large, or more commonl 
it comes to be centered in loyalty, that 1.s to say, in 
subservience to the com1.c10n war-chief and his dymasti-c 
successors. ~ 
~ Ibid, p. 160 
~ Ibid, p. 161. 
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Under a system of status in a predatory culture, ferocity, 
self-seeking, clannishness, and disingenuousness, a free resort 
to force and fraud take over control.~ The predatory and 
status animus even affects religion.. Religion takes on a more 
anthropomorphic appearance emphasizing the position of master 
and ability to control animate life. 
The emulation trait requires a display of your position 
in the hierarchy of occupations. Therefo re, the more predatory 
people gather trophies and build fine monuments glorifying 
their ability in this field. Fine clothes that can not be worn 
VIhen perfonning menial tasks are vwrn as evidence that the 
person does not have to perform menial tasks . Anything like a 
waste of time, conspicuous consumption, inebriety, hunting and 
sports; anthing to show that you are wealthy enough not to have 
to work or that can display your predatory ability ( prowess ) 
is g iven a high position in a person 's actions and attitudes 
while labor i s considered vulgar and irksome .. To even know 
anythine; about the "vulgarn side of life is considered as a 
lowering of your prestige in the eyes of other people . To have 
to consider the serviceability or utility of your act ions is a 
lowering of your prestige. This attitude not only affects the 
leaders , but also those who are doing the menial tasks as far 
as they can afford. Most of ~he T~eory of the Leisure_ Class 
IS devoted to showing how this animus affects all the different 
~ Veblen, Thorstein, Theor1_£f the Lei sure Class, P• 225 
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phases of modern life from beauty and religion to education and 
i ndustry . Women are suppo se to do the vicarious leisure living 
of the working male by wearing clothes and shoes that are 
outstanding for lack of utility in doing any actual work . 
Most of the money given by the wealthy to make life more liv-
able for the rest is spent on building up the honor , di gnity, 
and organization of the dispensing agency. In the ca se of 
civic buildings like libraries, colleges and hospitals , it is 
e 
spent on ornamental statues and grote sque buildings (considred 
artistic) rather than on books and serviceable tools . The 
stigma attt;ched to knovving how the lower classes ..,vork and live 
adds a further hindrance to the use or success of these altruis ic 
attempts which are mainly emulative displays of a person's 
wealth. Fads and fashions are another result of the economy of 
waste or display, of not having to worry about the usefulness o 
the ob ject . In order for your clothes to display your superior 
position, they have t o be expensive , inconvenient, and up-to-
date . 
The effect of this predatory animus upon the use to m ich 
man's productivity is directed towards is (1) uselass products 
like fads and fashions, canes and top hats , (2) a non-us e of 
this productive ability, a life of lei S1.:tre or waste of tine, 
(3) expression of the predatory animus in sports, htmting , 
patriotism, and other highly emotional activities centering 
around a display of prowess ; and ( 4 ) preserving and displ s.ying 
status by graded ornamentation or symbols in clothing, build-
ings, and other personal property. 
This animus slows up econor.dc development by (1) enforcing 
conservatism, (2) belief in animism, luck, and a meliorative 
trend thereby encouraging a non-observance of causal relation-
shins and a passivity based on the belief that every thing will 
come out all right; (3) expression of the predatory e,bility 
through force, fraud, and sharp practices . 
Its main conservative force is through the leisure class. 
These persons are sheltered from the economic exigencies 
that demand a change in the prevailing institutions to meet 
the present situation.. They lmow very little about how the 
economy is sun and do not have to work for a living. Therefore 
they have neither the pressure (need for an occupation) nor the 
knowledge that would lead them to change their rr.inds about 
what is good for the community. By absorbing the surplus of 
the lowest class they keep the poor constantly work ing to the 
lL~it to secure a bare minimn. This keeps the poor from 
having the energy to sp~ in trying to make or bring about any 
changes . (Changes requi re more energy than is used in the 
common run of things.) The lei sure class serves as an 
example, goal, or ideal to the rest of the population. This 
allows the leisure class to instill its consepvatism into the 
rest of the people. Also there is the vested interest of the 
leisure class in the status quo . This is the usual reason 
given for its conservatism. All this serves to increase the 
social inertia that prevents institutions from adapting to 
current conditions . This prevents people from living as well 
as they could Ol"' as well as they have in the past since the 
present instituti ons do not fit the present conditions as well 
as they do those in the past. (Present institutions are based 
on past conditions .) 
The predatory belief or reliance upon luck and a meliora-
tive trend in events makes people take a do-nothing attitude. 
It increases social inertia. It detracts fron an actual real-
istic analysis of events and trends . It i s incompatibl e with 
the requirements of the mechanical nature of the modern in-
dustrial process . 
The expression of the predatory animus in getting the 
better of the other person by force~ fraud, and sharp practices 
does not improve the productivity of the co~munity except in 
dealing with other comn1unities. 
Hodern civilization is considered to be in tile secondary 
predatory stage , wherein the acqui sit ion is cQntered on the 
p~ecuniary i nterest rather than upon physical force. But , in 
this more peaceful phase, emphasis is still placed~ on self-
interest and allowance of use of force and fraud, all vrork-
ing to the detriment of workmanship . "As i n the predatory 
phase , so also in the peaceable pecuniary culture, the 
dominant note is given by the self-regarding impulse s ; and 
I the sense of workmanship is therefore characteristically I 
I 
hedged about and guided by the inst itutional exigencies and 
preconceptions of ovmership. 11M/ The economic interest centers 
u pon the creation of property riehts rather than on serviceabili~y. 
With further a dvancement, a grovrth of solidari ty among the 
upper classes grows, lessening predatory freedom and giving 
parental and workmanship mol"'e freedom within the status frame-
work . The society can be divided into upper, mido.l e , and lower 
classes with the attached traits of leisure , predation, dis-
serviceable, and gainful for the upper c l ass ; commercial 
traffic, business , and gainful for the middle ; and, workmanship , 
industry , and s erviceable for the lower class . "lith the ris e of 
the middle class , peaceful business becomes the ruling interest . 
This helps somewhat to promote workmansh ip. " I t is in the 
conscious interest of this class to further the gainfulness of 
industry, and as this end is correlated with the productivene ss 
of industry, it is also , t hough less directly, correlated wi th 
improvements in teclmology .. "~ The pecuniary interest does 
make business and status less personal and more favorable to 
the advancement of the arts by tearing dovm r i gid status 
classifications . 
"lith the growth of industry there is a counteracting in-
fluence to the pJ•edatory animus . People can acquire a lot more 
than formerl y by way of the menial day-to-day labol' . The 
35/ Veblen, Thorstein, The Instinct of WorJr .. .manship , p . 172 
~ I b id, p . 185 
predatory process becomes less useful. As a result of the 
maclune process, there is a great improvement in the im-
personal matter-of-fact view of events~ The public education-
al system is centered around ideas of serviceability . The 
time piece is the symbol of routine and mechanization. 
In "The Instinct of Worm~n.ship 11 , the aspect s of modern 
civilization are developed in more detail. The pecuniary 
culture of advanced technology is divided into two phases; 
the har.4cr aft and machine ages. "The handicraft system wEs an 
organized and regulated system of workmanship and self-helptt~ 
Efficiency came to be counted in 
terms of mechanical performance, ultimately in terms of 
price, and more particularly in terms of net gain ••• So 
that the habits of life ingrained in the gi ldman, a.nd in 
the community at large where the gild system preve.iled, 
comprised as a main fact a meticulous regard for detai ls 
of ovmership and for pecuniary clain1s and obligations . 
It is out of this insistent , pervas ive, and minutely 
concrete discipline in the practice and logic of pecuniary 
detail that there have arisen those "natural rights 11 of 
property and those'business principles' that have been 
taken over by the J.a ter era of the machine industry and 
capitalistic investment. 
~Yith the comi@Dt on of a wider and more extensively differ-
entiated te chnological scheme , and with vd.der anc remoter 
market relations, due to mostly tb.e increased facilities o 
transportation, these necessary conditions of a practicabl 
hanicraft economy gradually failed, and the practice of 
industrial investments and the larger co1n..vnerce then grad-
ually supplanted it8~ . 
Thi s wa ::. t he period of growth of the natural laws, natural 
liberty, and natural right s. The good of man began to replace 
37/ Ibid, p . 211 
38/ Ibid, -!J . 212 
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the glory of God or His representative as a motion of action .. 
There was more concern over cause and effect~ but of the s,ingle 
cause variety. Nature was considered as the ideal of perfect-
tion. This was the period of free compe tition and self-
sufficiency with personal private initiative and democra tic 
autonomy .. 
This worked into the present stage of modern industry, 
accompanied by a specialization into industrial and pecunie,ry 
occupa. ti ons . The business man takes care of ownership rights 
and salesmanship . The laborer is concerned with the actual 
operation of the industry . The .usinessman hire s efficiency 
enginee!'s to dothe actual operation because he has very little 
knowledge of the technical processes involved. The businessman 
is interested primarily and solely in mvning the necessary 
material equipment . This ovmership gives him control of the 
working capacity of the community and the usufruct of techno-
logy through patents and the o~nership of the results of the 
engineers. His time is spent mainly on salesmanship, adverti-
sing, competitive practices and any matter directly connected 
vvi. th money. " •• it became incumbent on them each and several 
competitively, to direct as large a share of the community's 
productive efficienty to his own profit as the circumstances 
v1ould permit . 11~ 
The requirements of the machine teclmology , in the way of 
large scale organization, continuity of operation, and 
interstitial balance of the industrial system, have begun 
to show themselves so patently at varie.nce v:ith these 
Ibid, p . 230 
businessprinciples engendered by the era of handicraft 
as to throw a shadow of' doubt on the adeouac-.T of these 
'nat ural' metaphysics of natural liberty.,~ self-help, free 
competition, ind~vidual initiative, and ~he like._iQ/ 
As for efficiency and workmanship, these are rated in 
terms of pecunis.ry gain;_i!/ but pe cuniary interest s v;ork a t 
cross purposes . Ea ch capitalist worker , and f inancie r con-
siders himself as a self-sufficient unit owing nothing to the 
c ormnuni t y. "vVorkmanship comes to be confused with salesman-
ship until tact , effrontery, and prevari cation have come to 
serve as a st~ndard of effi c iency and unearned gain i s accepted 
as the measure of productivenes s .. "..1§/ The man who gets the 
most and gives the least is considered the most efficient .. 
The smalle r bus:l.nessman is at the di scre'ation of the larger 
·who runs the whole productive capacity of the community to his 
ovm ends . And , often, his ends are served by f i nanci a l distur-
bances whether serviceable or not, and u sually not . ( b e cause of 
.... the current pecuni a ry Ol"gani zation of industry rests the 
usu fruct of the community 1 s indust rie.l proficiency in 
the o~ner s of the industrial eguipment. Proximately , 
this usufruct of the industrial com~unity's technological 
knowledg e and vvorking c a1)acity rests in the detail owners 
of the equipment , buu only proximately. At the furthe r 
remove , it rests only in the businessmen whos e command 
of large means enables them to create and control those 
pe cunie.ry conjunctures of industry that bri ng about the 
chan g es in t he market value and ownership of the equip-
ment. 43/ 
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In this l ast analysis the pe c1-miary occupations and a sentE e 
1!11 I b id, p . 342 . 
I W' Ibid, p. 344. 
I :1Y Ibig , p .. 349. 
I ~ Ibid, p . 355 . 
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ov,ner s reple.ced Veblen 's leisur-e class in descriping the effect 
u p on the community. In this respect 1 you do not have so much 
of an animus as two different types of occupations , industri al 
and pecuniary . In The Lei sure._ __ Cl~s~ the emphas i s was on how 
the predatory animus affected serviceability. in The Instinct 
of Workmanship the emphasis shifted to how pecuniary occupat~~n~ 
affected serviceability. In Veblen ' s v iew of soci ety1 he be -
lieve s that its success de p ends upon the freedom of the in-
ntinct of workmansh ip. Veblen believes that to be able t o 
work is enough incentive to make people work . The pecuniary 
system is said to be contaminating the system. Veblen realiz e s 
ofcourse, that people have to be paid. ·what he considers as 
disserviceabl e is the free and untra11mel ed use of this self-
regarding instinct ba s ed on property. 
There are two factors not consi dered by Veblen. Efficien-
cy is based upon incent ive besides on non-inhibition of the 
workmanshi p inst i nct . A person is a 1-e-t more efficient if he 
knows t;hat what he does and how well he does it, has a direct 
relation to what he r eceive s . Whet her what he recei ves is 
commensura t e with what he does is another problem (and one 
consi dered by Veblen i n h i s institutional approach ) but s.s long 
as what he does and what he receives increase or decrease to-
I gether, the incentive is present . 
II The self-regF.rding instinct does not operate on ovmership 
4 
alone. The directors of Veblen's vmrkmanship regime can let 
their acquisitive instinct go a lot farther in accumulating 
goods to their benefit and in controlling the system to their 
benefit, than the directors of a large corporation, because the 
former have control overa a larger expanse of the economy. 
The whole democratic system is based on a balance of power; 
that is, it is broken down into as small units as possible . 
In this way, the acqulsi tive and predatory instincts have as 
little roon as possible in which to operate and therefore can 
only do a minimum. of damage . l~s for malpra.ctices like the 
stockmarket, these can be fixed rather easily in this system 
once attention is directed to them. The predatory instinct is 
not bound to private property. It vvorks in any type of system 
through the particular institution that allows a person to have 
influence, whether property or othervrl se. Rus s ia should be a 
good enough example of that. Private property in contrast, is 
one factor that allows the decentralization of po·wer to exist. 
The usual socialist ans·wer to this isthat they will have 
a political democracy that will keep this under control. ~bat 
they forset is that the effectiveness of political d.emocracy 
decreases as its size increases. It is ·very effective in 8. 
family or other small unit . As it grows larger you find people 
taking more and more of a passive view so that it is a contest 
between pressure groups to see who can get the most votes . 
Tbus we come right back to a contest of power s. 
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The small size is what allowed the pre-predatory 
primitive cultures and the handicraft comrnunities to operate 
under this regime of vmrkmanship. Incentive and predatory 
instincts are linked; what you want ls a system that uses 
their good points and leaves out the bad ones~ Added to all 
this is the efficiency in allocation by small units. This 
point is a comparison of the red tape and bureaucracy of one 
type with tbe competitive waste of the other. The United 
States seems t~ be following a course of calming the competi-
tive waste without putting in this workmanship regime. 
These criticisms of Veblen show why the group approach 
does not give the whole answer to the welfare problem. (Nor 
does it give the whole or even the major portion of the 
answer to economic concepts.) 
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THE Il-i'"DUSTRIAL-PEC1fNIARY CONCEPT 
In the previous cn2pte r, the mutual effect of both the 
economic int erest and man's social psychology were considerd. 
In this chapter, we are much closer to the usue:1 . ar ea of 
economics. The effect of prevail i ng economic inst itutions upon 
'welfare or serviceability, and the economic interest is consid-
ered. It is based on the industrial-pecuniary concept. The 
jconcept applies to industrial and pecuniar•y occupations and 
f-unctions. The industrial has to do with occv.pations and 
'Punctions that are suppose to vmrk for the benefit of group 
serviceability v.rh ile the primary purpose of pecuniary is for 
l:lcquisition of wealth. Serviceability in the present industrial 
~ystem is concerned with two aspects. One aspect that Veblen 
boints is to serviceability of the good in the productive sense 
:1sed by Classicists in their productive-unproductive concept. 
~he other aspect is the smooth and unbroken operation of the 
1~ndustrial mechanism. The latter is the main aspect actually ~sed by Veblen when using t his. concept; and in referring to 
~ndustrial values during this chapter, the latter meaning will 
l e the one mainly emphasized. 
In this use of serviceability Veblen's concept is being 
~pplied to the institutions of the present era. Serviceability 
··-
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)r ·w·elfare may depend upon other institutions in other g~nerB.tion ~. 
The growth of the industrial mechanism coincides vdth the 
.I 
growth of man's control over nature. Back in the handicraft 
era, most people were self-sufficient and what one person did 
or did not do had very little eff ect on others beyond his 
imr.aediat e contact. There were just little pinpoints of huma.n 
groups in the sea of nature. Today, this social organization 
has grovm until it envelops nature on this planet instead of 
this nature enveloping it. This growth has emphasized the 
faults of this organization. Previously, the social organiza-
i 
tion wasn't of enough importance to con~der its faults. 
The growth of the machine process is wbat has made this 
system and its operation so important. A description of this 
process is, "The whole concert of indu strial operations is to 
be taken as a machine process, made up of interlocking detail 
processes, rather than as a multiplicity of mechanical appli-
ances each doing its particular work in severalty" • .!1f The 
improvement of human welfare has been the result of the develop-
ment of this conprehensive structure of the machine process and 
economic welfare is best served by an easy fl owing and uninter-
rupted interplay of its parts. 
With this growth of interdependence bet·ween the different 
parts of the economic system, developed an uncontrollable cau-
sal relationship between the units. The moves of one unit 
would run right t hrough the whole system. The 11 livelihood of 
individuals is, over large areas, affected i r . ·an approximately 
~ Veblen, Theory of Business_ Ent erprise, p. 7 
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uniform manner by any incident which at all seriously affects 
the industrial process at any point 1'.1£/ " ••• any maladjustment 
of the system involves a larger waste than simply the dis-
abling of one or two members in the complex industrial 
structure" 46/ The degree of affect depends upon the extent 
the firms are dependent upon each other. All this, of course, 
is the basic idea behind the multiplier. 
Another product of the industrial concept is Veblen's 
concept of capital , knowledge, and technology. These are the 
accre~tion from the past, used and improved on in the present, 
and passed on to the future. "Technological knowledge is of 
the ne.ture of a co111P.10n stock, held and carried forward 
collectively by the community, which is in this relation to be 
conceived as a going concern"__17/ How it is made use of in the 
present is largely dependent upon the pecuniary institutions. 
The pecuniary is based on the principles of O'.'mersbip. 
It is o'mership tll.at determines the units and it is the laws 
and customs of ovmership that determines the int eraction 
between different units. Out of t his arises the system of 
competition with its diferential advantages . In the handi-
craft era, a differential advantage was largely the result of 
the particular resources available. Today , the industrial 
mechanism, itself, has become important in creating advantages. 
In the handicraft era, pecuniary value and s~rviceability or 
i£1 Veblen, Theory of Business Enterprise , p~ . 14-15 
1£/ I bid, p. 17 
~ Veblen, Instinct of Workmanship, p . 103 
industrial value coincided to a large extent. It is only with 
the development of corporate capitalism does a large dis-
crepancy appear between the t wo . 
Another illustration of the industrial concept ·is Veblen's 
idea of surplus. The essential measure of an economic system 
is the surplus or excess of serviceabili~y over cost. This 
concep t of surplus is en aggregate for the ~~ole system since 
the smooth operation of the system is part of the serviceable 
concept .j&/ The usual concept of surplus in cle.ssical economic~ 
is the individual 's excess of serviceability over cost deter- / 
mined by what services and goods he can command from others in 
relation to how much energy he had to expend. Pectmiary 
values depend upon vendibility.1Q/ Veblen develops the idea 
about how pecuniary values can show a surplus while the aggre-
gate industrial values will be negative. There has been a 
development of monopoly power by the different factors of 
production in order to get a larger share of the national I 
product. They try to get a larger share by curbing production, j 
withholding supplies, and retarding technological advance. By 
creating scarcities and destroying competition, each will 
whittle away the industrial surplus tmtil you have an annual 
net deficit, using up capital and lowering the standard of 11 v-
1 ing.50/ Therefore, it is easy to see how there is a deficit ~ ~ i 
i§/Dorfman, Thorstein Veblen and His America, p. 268 
_iVGruchy, Allan, Modern Economic Thoucllt, p. 108 
according to industrial value and a surplus to the individual 
firms via pecuniary values. 
Another interesting idea in this industrial-pecunis.ry 
concept is the place of risk. Risk taking is now primarily in 
the pecuniary category. Since invention and technological 
progress come about through the operati on of the instinct of 
workmanship and is part of the collective knowledge of man, 
risk isn't connected with the chances of success or failure of 
an invention. Risk is a function of competition. The indust-
rial risk is of the nature of natural catastrophes. Early, 
these were the major risks of man. Today, his risks are mainly 
a result of the economic system i t self • .21J 
Before the considering of concept in relation to today's 
system it is best to summarize the historical (Veblen's) 
analysis of the concept. In the historical analysis, indust-
rial value means the serviceability of the good alone until 
the era of the industrial mechanism arrives. Then, he adds 
the smooth oper~:lt ion of the mechanism to his concept of in-
dustrial value. 
In the handicraft era, man earned what he produced be-
cause the large degree of sel~-sufficiency made for equality in 
the market bargaining. Added to this aspect was the close 
cooperation of the handicraftsman in guild activity that 
51 /Gruchy, Allan, Modern Economic Thought; p:p. 114-115 
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quickly ended.any person giving vent to acquisitive or self-
regarding impulses. Therefore~ the parental and worlrJnansh.~p 
instincts were g iven free rein. The rest of the society w~ s 
based on status and predation, such as the knights , dukes, and 
robbers. These, the landlord, and mon eylender are not consid-
ered in Veblen's discussion of this period in connection -v i th 
his industrial-pecuniary concept.~ 
With the development of the machine technology, came the 
era of free competition. .This was the era of the Captain of 
Industry, small scale firms, lar ge financial outls.ys, workers 
becoming separated from tools, beginning of use of credit on a 
wide scale, production mainly for local markets, growth of 
acquisitive spirit to the detriment of workmanship, and in-
creased use of money, likevvlse to the detr:i.ment of the workman-
ship instinct. But disserviceabili ty and absentee mmership 
grew very slowly because the opportunities of businessmen to 
lay unwarranted claim to the groviing surplus vvere limited by 
the small scale and self-sufficiency of business and comraunitieE. 
Profits largely resulted from lower costs of production and 
other improvements rather than from strategy against your 
competitors. 53/ 
The present era of' corporate capitalism was the .final 
separation into industrial and pecunia ry occupations. The 
~Ibi~, PP• 81-84 
~Ibid, PP• 84-86 
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captains of industry becmae more separated from the actual 
functioning of the system, thereby becoming captains of 
business and absentee o'l.vners. The different classes were more 
fully developed with greater solidarity. The captains of 
business were united into the coalition of invested interests 
including the investment ba~~ers in their coalition. Fir ms 
were consolidated into the giants of today. The actual runn-
ing of the business wa s turned over by efficiency experts. 
There was a period of creation of excess capacity, price wars , 
out-th roat competition, and strategy. 
The competitive system of Marshall was replaced by the 
partly competitive, partly monopolistic hierarchy ~~~h the 
monopolistic key industries at the top and the competitive 
ones at the bottom as far as controlling the industrial 
mechanism • .Q!/ The closed partially monopolistic markets put 
the :forces of supply ahd demand into the long run background. 
Prices were stabilized and competit ion shifted to quality. 
Labor a nd other factors of production had to restrict their 
supply in order to compete ·with the monopoly or else remain 
at a subsistence level like the farmers. (It is questionable 
whether the restriction of supply .raised vvage rates or \Vhether 
is is the organized control of supply increasing bargaining 
power by a threat of stopping production rather than by re-
ducing the number employed.) The result is a partial employ-
£1/Veblen, Absente~ Ow~ership, chapter 8-9 
ment of equipment and resources (actually, only the amount of 
goods on the market is restricted and it vwrks back from there) 
The monopolistic eection of the economy is able to insuls.te 
themselves to a certain extent from the business cycle by con-
trolling output and prices, while the competitive section, 
especially small business has to bear the brunt of the business 
cycle. The competitive sect ion, also, absorbs the shocks 
originated in the monopolistic section. They have to bear the 
large part of the social costs resulting from the bad effects 
of disturbances. 
These absentee owners ll...ave cornered the community r s 
technological knowledge and skills via patents and financial 
power. Instead of lowering prices vd th the lowering of costs 
and increased earning capacities, they issue more st ock thereby 
capite.lizing on the improvement rather than passing it on to 
consumers like it is suppose to operate under competition. 
All this, Veblen says, leads to e. conflict betw·een workers 
\ worldng for serviceability and absentee ovmer s work ing for 
money • .££/ 
This development of the machine technology and correspond-
ing industrial structure has had certain effects upon the 
people, especially those who can be classified under industrial 
pursuits. First, there has been the standardization and 
uniformity forced upon people to conform to the machine process. 
People are 
I E2J Gru chy, 
forced to think in "matter-of-fact '_' terms rather than 
Allan; Modern Economic Thought, pp .86-98 
.. 
i n terms o~ status. (This point is very questionable. 
Monetary terms can be just as "matter-o~-fact" and impersonal 
a.s any dealing with a machine or physical science). Sedond, 
·working requires a great deal of mobility, therefore, labor 
doesn't invest in real property to a large extent. Third, the 
working force does not have the training in bargaini~g for 
money or property, the ' same as the pecuniary classes. The 
result of all this is that the w·orking ~orce is not too en-
thusiastic in its support of a legal system based on the 
natural rights o~ property and liberty. The best example of 
this is the growth and actions of the trade unions. Trade 
unionism deniesthe idea behind natural rights law in entirety; 
therefore is extral~gal. The ideas forced upon~, . the people by 
the machine process also work against ideas of national pride, 
religion, and the family because these institutions are based 
on the pre-machine ideas of property rights and doctrines of 
authority and subservience. "In the nature o~ the case, the 
cultural growth dominated by the machine industry is o~ a 
sceptical, matter-of-~act complexion, materialistic, u1~oral, 
unpat riot ic, undevout. "56L 
This influence of the machine does not control the whole 
system as of today (1904). Lawyers, bankers, entrepreneurs 
clergymen, politicians, farmers, delinquents, and unskilled 
workers are mainly brought up in the training and use of the 
~ Veblen, Theory o~ Business Ehterpr4se, chapter 9 
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natural rights of property. Men in the skilled trades, office 
workers, and scientists {especially in the physical sciences) 
are trained in and put to use the habits of thought of the 
machine culture.~ 
After this historical analysis, we are fairly well pre-
pared to consider the present-day pecuniary system in its ef-
feet upon serviceability. 
In the economic system of today, money and fortl.Ln.es 
depend upon the ingenuity of the businessman in e etting a 
large share of the total produce of the interdependent system . 
Previously, a man's fortune depended upon the goodvrlll of 
nature in providing resources and favorable conditions. Tech-
nology was a matter of co~non knowledge rather than being 
· ov,ned by individuals as it is today; which allows a person to 
get a larger share. The whole industrial process has replaced 
the middleman and the crucial events of nature have been re-
placed by the crucial events of the industrial process. The 
monetary side of enterprise has grown so important that chances 
for gain and loss through business relations aside from in-
dustrial efficiency (production of goods ) hav e grovm in n~unber 
end magnitude. From an old-fashioned surveillance and regula-
ti on of a given process, attention has sh ifted to an alert re-
distribution of investments from less to more gainful ventures 
and to strategic control of profit or loss making events by 
~ Veblen, Theo~y of Business Enterprise, CD~pter 9 
Rl 
coalitions and shrewd investments.£§/ 
In this interdependent economic system, there are four 
type s of differential advantage (competitive advantages) that 
enable a person to gain at the expens e of others {including the 
advantage of a change in demand wluch is considered a fair 
advantage.) The f irst is t he deliberate creation of industrial 
disturbances so that those in the know can take advantage of the 
resulting stockmarket conditions. By being able to change from 
the ovmersh i p of one firm to another by buying and selling 
stock (thereby separating o~mer ship from a permanent interest 
and responsibility in a particular firm) a person can make 
money on the stockmarket without regard tot he effect on the 
industry or firm itself. A person can buy a large segment of 
an industry. Then he can cause that industry to run into 
difficulty or else give out information or mi sinformation at the 
proper time. By selling or buying on the margin based on his 
inside informa tion, he can make a lot of money . The size of 
his profit depends upon the disturbances being often and large 
thereby causing frequent and wide fluctuations on the stock-
market accompanying such disturbances in business working to 
the detriment ofthe industrial system vfuich benefits by lack of 
disturba..11.ces . "If they are shrewd businessmen ••• , they will air 
to manage the affa irs of the concern 'Wi. th a view to an aclvan-
tageou s purchase and sale of its capital rather then vlith a 
£§! Veblen, Theory of Business Enterprise, pp. 20-8 
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view to the future prosperity of the concern, or to the con-
tinued advantageous sale of the output of goods or services 
produced by the industrial use of this capital "m This 
particular brand of businessmen are the bankers and others vlith 
money who ovm the stock with the purpose of. control l ing a seg-
ment of the economy to be able to bring about these disturb-
~~ces. They are not interested in the firm itself, but rather 
a temporary interest that lasts only as long as they can make 
some money on the deal • .2.Q/ 11 The result of (this) manoeuvring 
and strategic activity is a chronic perturbation of industry, 
which has become the normal state of affa irs"§Y' In actual 
practice, it does not work out quite as badly, probably be-
cause of business ethics. 
The second type of differential advantag e 
The prime reason for monopoly was to remove as 
is in monopoly. 
much as possible I 
the damage to a firm via pr ice wars, cutthroat competition, 
end entry of new low cost firms with special patents. The se 
coalitions were usually arranged by the "captains of industry". 
One result of this was the permanent control of large areas of 
industry thereby making for a greater return based on a more 
uninterrupted flow of the industrial process. This eliminated 
a lot of the trouble caused by the first type of advantage· • .....£?! 
.§.g/Ibid 1 P• 157 
§.Q/Dorfman, Thors!rein Veblen and His America, p. 227 
21/Ibid, pp. 225-226 
&g/Veblen, Theory of Business Ent~rise, p. 30 
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Another great savaing in these consolidations was the removal 
of rompetitive waste from duplication of facilities, price wars, 
competitive advertising, etc •••• There was a certain amount of 
temporary damage connected with these consolidations. To bring 
about the unions, use of competitive manoeuvring to inflict 
damage upon competitors, reducing their productive ability 
thereby making them willing to join on the terms favorable to 
the instigator occurred. Often, there were years of delay 
spent on trying to gain a competitive position by which the 
particular firm could gain the most from the consolidation.~ 
"The period between the time of earliest practicability and the 
effectual completion of a given consolidation in industry marks 
the interval by which the businessman retards the advance of 
industry" §.if 
With the consolidations of the key industries and the 
grovrth of the community of vested interests, these firms, by 
r eing able to control prices and output, were able to insulate 
~hemselves from the destructive effects of the business cycle to 
a better degree than the smaller competitive businessman. By 
~he tremendous power of these giants, they could set the pace of 
~he industrial process. 
The third type of differential advantage is closely related 
J\ 
, o the second. It is the ability to co~mand the cownunity's 
~ Ibid, pp. 37-38 
§if Ibid, p. 45 
technological knowledge and skills via patents. It is a plain 
fact, that, if you ovm the technical patents; engineers have to 
WOl"k for you if they want a job. 
The fourth type of differential advantage usually occurs 
from outside causes such as a shift in demand by wars, govern-
ment expenditure, changes in consumer taste, natural events, 
etc.l This fourth type leads us into a discussion of the 
business cycle. For an example, let us say, there is an in-
creased demand for armaments in Nicaragua. Armament firms 
have ac quired a differential advantage because the cost of the 
different factors of production, i.e. labor, are adjusted to a 
lower demand. This differential flows like a 'Nave spreading 
out through the economy from the point of initial impact, 
decreas ing in intensity as it recedes from the point of initial 
impact.,; 
One thing that should be remembered about these different-
ials is that wha t one firm acquires a s a result of a differentia . 
is at the expense of another, if you assume full employment of 
resources . In the justi f iable case , this is wha t makes for a 
reallocation of resources. An increase rather t han a realloca-
tion is v.rhen productivity increases or r1:ew factors are added. 
This is probably why Veblen conside1~ industrial value as deal-
ing with dynamics and pecuniary ~nth statics. Industrial is 
also, mainly, a historical qualitative measure while pecuni ary, 
since it deals with money, can be a quantitative statistical 
measure. 
When the differential wave passes b eyond a firm~ it does 
not leave the finn in the same condition as before. This 
according to Veblen is the cause of the business cycle and 
chronic depression. 'rhe trouble lies with the 2.ssumed constant 
value of the dollar~ credit, and competition which forces e.n 
even greater amount of credit than would be the case otherwise. 
When a period of increased demand hits a firm~ it borrows 
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in order to obtain a differential by which to outbid its compet:l-
tors in the market of goods , But this differential is neutral-
ized by competitors also borrowing to obtain a differential. 
The result is an increase in the pr>ice of the bought goods~ 
thereby increasing the cs.pi talized value of the firm. This 
increased capitalization serves as a base or collateral for an 
even greater extension of credit. The different firms have to 
use this extra credit in ol~der to compete in the market fort he 
factors of production . So~ you ha ve a cumulative process of 
credit and increased valuation of factors of production, firms ~ 
and goods beyond what the initial increase in demand vmrranted. 
The turning point come swhen the differential wave has ps.ss-
ec1 by . When labor and other fftctors of production have raised 
their prices or the demand for armaments has been met or de-
creased~ the differential or profit of the o~ners no longer 
exists and the earning capacity has returned to the previous 
level. But vv:ith one big difference. The firm how :b...as an in-
creased capitalization beyond its earning capacity where accord· 
ing to good corporate practice and theory, es.rning capacity and 
capitalization are functions of each other. The owners don r t 
want to decrease the capitalization because of' the assumed 
constant value of the dollar, a loss in equity, and legal rest-
~~ rictions in the matter, 1'hey can not earn a profit on this 
capitalization so they undercut their competitors which lo'VI.'ers 
All through this, Veblen assumes full employment; therefore, 
fluctuations in credit reflect an increase or decrease in the 
intensity of competition rat her than an increase or decreas e in 
amount of goods. ~nth unemployed resources, the fluctuatj_ons 
As is plainly seen, trouble lies ahead in the recession 
1 stage. There is the overcapitalization. Firms that go into 
receivership are recapitalized at the going rate of profit, 
thereby allowing them to ma..l{e a profit at the lower prices. 
This competition further restricts the ability of the over-
capitalized f:i:rms from getting back on their feet. Adding 
further to the trouble is the entry of new firms with lower 
costs of production. All this leads to a chronic depression. 
Usually prosperity is brought back by some outside factor 
such as an expanding economy, wars, of government speriding. 
The · periods of depression have be:e.n getting lon3er and deeper 
while 
those of prosperity are getting shorter Ets a result of' 
the industrial structure based on pecuniary institutions. 
Another cause of the depths and lenghts of recent depressions 
(prior to 1904) is the increased influence, the industrial 
mechanism bns on the economy. Before 1873, depressions and 
prosperity were purely speculative and cyclical because they 
did not affect the whole co1u.rnu .. ni ty; the greater use of credit, 
now available , didn't exist, firms became under capitalized 
in liquidations; and technical improvements didn't enter business 
s.t such e_ rapid rat e.§.§/ 
All of this points to the idea that idea s of excess pro-
ducti ve capacity, overproduction, and tmderconsumption are 
partly the result of bad capitalization or valuation on the 
part of the owners of the tools of production whether goods or 
skj_lls. The trouble is the resistance or imrnobili ty of present 
ve.lue to changes because of assumed constant value of the dollar 
credit, the competitive process, business customs, and the legal 
foundations. It is also apparent that, because of this resist-
ance, change is easier ,Nhen real values are continually increas-
ing , as in an expanding economy rather tha.n when what one person 
gets in money and real value, another loses. 
As solutions, Veblen suggests either wa steful expenditures 
or coalitions . Wasteful expenditures like governraent programs 
§£/Ibid, p .246 and chapter 7 
allow enough goods to be sold at a high enough price to meet 
the nevr capitalizations. Coalitions reduce cost and give great-
er control over output and prices thereby giving the industry a 
better chance to earn a normal rate of return. Neither of these 
solutions, in Veblen 1 s opinion, are perma.nent. During the next 
period of prosperity , there will be competition bet we en co ali~· 
tions leading to another chronic depression and still broa der 
coalitions. Wasteful expenditures just keep ra i sing the nation-
al debt and, up to date (1950), the national debt has only 
gone in one direct ion. The only pe.r mEment solution is monop oly 
which represents a socialized economy. Veblen is not too clear 
on how this is to operate outside of describing a hierarchy of 
control. 
This pecuniary concept based on competition is applied to 
nations as well as to business firms. Instead of chronic de-
pressions, wars are the final result. Politics is a n instrument 
of business, so that there are increased attempts of cotuntries 
to aid their businessmen via monopolist:i.c practices--economic 
imperialism. When a depression occurs, the nations try even 
harder to get a largEr share of the world's produce in order to 
return to the previous standard of living. With the increased 
friction-? you have · war • .....§.§/ All of this leads to this gloomy 
foreca st. "Barring accidents and unto\~Jard cultural agencies 
from outside of politics, business, or religion, there is no-
§.!}) Veblen, Theor.x.. of Business Enterpris~, pp. 293-294 
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thing in the logic of the modern situation that should stop the 
cumulative war expenditures short of industrial collapse and 
consequent national bankruptcy, such as terminated the carni-
val of war and politics that ran its course on the continent 
:tn the 16th and 17th centuriesn§2/ Thus, mankl nd is fs.ced 
either with another regime of war and synastic politics or 
the full development of the industrial republic. As for 
business enterprise, it is a transient phenomenon.&§/ 
'Jhis chapter is an illustration of how completely inde-
pendent business units based upon the prevailing institutions 
hinder serviceability and lead to the destruction of society 
if continued. 
It is also illustrated how a businessman 's purposive 
actions have ver-y little to clo vd.th the final result. The 
final result depends upon the whole institutional set-up. 
' §1/ Ibid, p. 301. 
§§! Ibid, p. 400 chapter 10 . 
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CONCLUSION 
In Veblen 1 s approach to the welfare problem, the vrelfare 
of the individual is based u9on the welfare of the group . 
Vi.'elfare or serviceability (designating group type of welfare) 
is based upon different factors or institutions at different 
times and upon the ability of the society and individual to 
adapt or develop~ new institutions to meet changed conditions. 
The furtherance of the adaptability of society is be,sed upon the 
free and uninhibit ed use of the instincts of workmanship, 
parental bent, and idle curiosity. 
±n the classical approach, the welfare of the group de-
pends u pon the we lfare of the individual . Therefore, the 
emphasis is upon the instinct of self-preservation or self-
interest. 
In the present institutional setting the welfare of man 
is based upon a social psychology allovdng free use ofthe 
t riumvirate t o further the production of material wealth and 
the ability to adapt; and upon tb£ smooth and uninterruped 
operation of the industrial mechanism. 
If the old utilitar:tan concept is used in the definition 
of welfare, we lfare is defined as the maximum of pleasure over 
pain in the individual's actions and as the minimum of pain 
in society's adapting to the changed conditions brought about 
by itself and the rest of nature. As to the latter half of 
tbe definition, the change from secondary to tertiary occupatio s 
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is an example; and the business cycle (to the extent that is is 
a process of adaptation to changes ) is another. 
Veblen would prefer to define we l fare in terms of quickness 
and accurateness (most efficient) in adapting to change vihether 
it be the individual or society. Pain-pleasure is just the 
stimulus e.nd not the character of the results. Economics can 
be based onttbe stimulus or the character of the results. The 
character of the results emphasizes the mechanism because it is 
considered as a result also. The character of the results to 
the dl~assicists was the property consumable and productive~ 
o-.,med by tl>..e people. 
Welfare within present economic institutions depends upon 
the smooth and u..ninterruped movement of the industrial meche.n-
'I 
I i ism besides the furthering of the triumvirate. 
As said in the introduction, there are three approaches to 
welfare. The individual approach, the aggregate or holistic~ 
e.nd the institutional. Most economists combine one of the 
first two with the third. But~ in that use, the third is 
usually considered as descriptive rather than concerned with 
welfare directly. Veblen uses both the second and the third 
with emphasis on the second. Most of this thesis has been 
devoted to presentation of his views on the second~ and these 
apply to a certain extent to the third also. But after writing 
tl>is whole thesis~ all that cs.n be said~ is to repe at v.rhat wa.s 
said in the introduction. Outside of the fie ld of business 
cycles, the criteria used to measure the efficiency of group 
phenomen~ such as whether labor unions aid or detract from the 
welfare of the workers and the community# whether what the 
per son on the stockmarket receives is commensura!ie v1i th the 
service he performs in helping the economic mechanism to 
operate, is extremely vague. 
The description of economic institutions in The Theory of 
Business Enterprise is very good in de scribing some aspects 
of the efficiency of the system, but it does not set up any 
criteria to be used in other analyses. Nor does Veblen 's 
evolutionary economics _set up any workable criteria. It is 
still the historical approach, through a very excellent im-
provement on the historical approach gi'!ing a better definition 
of criteria to be used in this approach. His analysis of group 
phenomena as an aggregate has had some importance in pointing 
to an area that is being developed in the present and probably 
will be even more so in the future. 
APPENDIX I 
COST OF PRODUCT ION 'J.lHEORY 
In the body of this thesis, welfare was based ona service 
to tl<...e community, increased pleasure by better adaptation. 
There is another way of expressing the same concept and that is 
by cost theory. Expressed in cost theory, the institutmonal 
concept may be made more concrete. 
Cost of production to a firm or household is based upon 
two things: ( 1) phys icr::tl cost (cost determ~_ned by physical end 
tecr.!Ilological conditions) which includes scarcity, le_bor, 
technology, diminishing returns, division of labor, and (2) 
man-controlled cost which includes distribution of income (to a 
limited extent) whether a unit is in a man made monopolistic or 
and 
competitive market, government aids/hindrances. Man-controlled 
costs may be to a large extent in the physical cost category. 
Cost of production of an institution is the cost that a~lovs 
the institution to exist. Take society as an example. In 
order for it to operate economically, there must be a certain 
amount of money or goods that are distributed as incentives for 
peope~ to change their allocation of resources. To the individ-
ual, it is called profit, but ii is necessary for group exist-
ence. Physical costs exist even when there is only one person, 
but the type of profit used in this example is strictly a 
group phenomena. In a planned economy, this part of the re-
il I 
I 
sources would be used for organization costs-wages to directors 
res enrch on allocation, extra paper work involved. This is 
the cost of social organization from which increased welfare is 
assumed to come. Veblen makes a large use of this concept 
when talking about differentials in his Theo~ of Business 
Enterprise. 
Another' type of social cost that ·will only be mentioned 
since it goes beyond the scope of this thesis, is the standard 
of living. As a result of increased specialization and lack 
of self-sufficiency, many economists make the previous stand-
e~d of living an over-head cost of society. The social organ-
ization has to be of such a type that it results in an income 
that either equals or exceeds the _ previous standard of living. 
Any excess may be considered as an increase in welfare or 
social profit. The development of this concept was the result 
of business cycles which as an institutional phenomena caused 
the new income to drop below the previous standard of living 
during depressions. 
The classicists did the major vmrk in developing economic 
laws regarding physical cost. The nee-classicists did a gl"'ea t 
o_eal of work in the man-made monopoly versus competition field, 
and a scattering of economi$ts from various fields did work in 
the social cost field. A probable cause of the neglect by 
clasicists and neo-classicists of business cycle theory ·wa s 
the result of their physical cost, which is strictly individu-
alistic. 
I 
APPENDIX II 
NORMATIVE vs OBJECTIVE ECONm.UCS 
Over the la s t half century~ there has been a dispute over 
whether economics is a normative or objective (scientific) 
science. Most modern economists claj_m that is is entirely ob-
jective. Veblen made many sharp attacks upon the normative 
aspects of econom i cs of his day, and he believed that his ovm 
system was objective. 
An objective science is pure description of the operation 
of its subject matter. This description may be based on ·what 
is called deduction or induction but it is still a description 
whether it is physics, chemistry or economics. :Man makes use of 
this k no·wledge (which allmvs a certain degree of prediction) to 
further his own ends. This is the aspect tl~t i s considered 
or used to b e considered as normative. 
In maki n g use of what he knows, man considers wr:at v1ill be 
the best way, what wi 11 br:Lng about good results, vvhat will 
bring about bad results, ·what will be most efficient~ and what 
is most pragmatic. Many econom..i. sts believe th2.t such problems 
need criteria from other fields than economists, in making use 
of the knowledge of economics. It sort of depends upon what 
you consider to be the sub ject of economics--utilitarian supply 
and demand based u pon a competition concept or how man satisfies 
his material needs and desires. 
Actually economists are a lot mox•e pragmatic or normative 
than they would like to admit. They develop i daas about how 
to solve economic ; problems. At different t~mes 1 different 
factors are most important in any economic problem. The 
change froni individual t o group or aggregate economics has 
been discussed before and is an illustration of this pragmatism. 
The question arises--whe.t is the difference between 
pragmatism and description? There is description of past event~ 
but the pure description of the past in itself does not aid 
decision making like physics aids engineers. Description of 
the past based upon deductive asS1.L'Tiptions that have some 
permanence does erect an objective science like physics that 
does aid. in making decisions. But only as long as the assump-
tions continue to be valid. or exist, is the description of ~::my 
use . 
In economics 1 the prqgmatic aspect is material welfare . 
The most permanent assumptions in this area are those r elated 
to the psychology of man. Those related to the way man turns 
mate rial goods to account are not so p~manent . A person can 
develop many laws and other d.escripti ve data about hoilv a certai ' 
action did occur. These laws are immutable, the same as all 
descriptive matter is imrmnutable (except as to accuracy and in 
the last analysis this becomes pragmatic also. ) Its pragma-
tism rests upon adaptability of phenomena to being recorded by 
the inherited senses of man which as far as man is concerned 
are the most permanent of anything) but the same factors tbat 
brought about this analyzed phenomena may not occur again so 
that while the laws are immutable, they are not pragmatic . 
Economic laws have become purely descriptive and are 
based unon foundations that have a great permsnency. The only 
fault that . can hap~en is the factors entering .economic problems 
may change. Therefore economics must continue to develop new 
descriptive laws and continue to reorient itself as long as 
1nan 1s knowledge and habits of thought continue to change. 
Veblen either consciously or unconsciously, tried to avoid . 
the normative aspect of economics by incorporating it into his 
theory as a fact . Welfare vvas considered on a factual basis. 
There are certain :i.nsti tutions that work for economic vvelfare ar ~ 
whether they do or not, is a factual problem. Efficiency is a 
measurable factual problem. All of this rested upon his in-
stinctual triumvirate as being the foundation of human welfare . 
Such an approach is increasing in popularity. There has been 
much discussion about pe.lnting ethics on a scientifi~ basis 
and ethics is about the most normative or any area of knm·.;ledge . 
It seems very likely that the normative aspects of economics 
~Qll follow the s2~e course. 
APPENDDC III 
THE INSTITUTIONAL APPROACH 
In the previous t wo appendix, two import".,-.-~spect s of Veblen s 
work 1.vere discus sed; the concept of social organization and 
the concept of irn..'llutable economic laws. In this appendix the 
social is considered again, but with respect to a different 
problem. One ·way of presenting this problem is to give a bare 
outline of the history of society with respect to the problem. 
The principal benefit from SIDciety has been the increased 
welfare of the individual. The evolve ment of society has been 
the increase in this welfare. The most primitive form of' 
society is one in wb.ich physical force is supreme. The leaders I 
were the strongest physically . They bad to be , in order to 
protect t be society from natt.1ral eventsand other people . So, 
naturally the society was built upon this crite r ia and the 
physically stron besides contributing the most to welfare, 
received the largest share in the distribution of this welfare . 
In this continuing growth and spread of society, concepts 
were developed that increased the welfare even more and changed 
the basis for distribution. It was found that (or a state of 
cultural gro·wth carne into being wherein--) the devoting of' en-
ergy to gathering "matter-of-fact" knowledge (science) and to 
business-like pursuits,increased wealth even more than war like 
pursuits. This was a result of Roman law based on property 
rights (individualism) the Christian Church's concept of order, 
and the :Modern period's emphasis on science , technology, and 
business . In this gro·wth, the distibution shifted fromfue 
physically strong to other types such as the shre·wdest, most 
intelligent and the like . These traits were i mportant in all 
periods, but the modern period emphasizes them. 
An even clearer example of the probl~a is illustrated in 
the nineteenth century. In the nineteenth century there was 
great freedom based on property rights. This resulted in the 
rich getting richer and the poor gett ing poorer . Practically 
ell economists from Ada.11 Smit h on, realized the.t complete 
laissez faire resulted in great inequaliti es and that such 
inequality worked against the welfare of the cornmunity. But, 
in this particular period, it also operated to a speedy develop-
ment of the country (which points to one of the difficulties 
in the concept.) 
From this historical analysis, it ls easily seen that the 
economic idea of each getting what he produces is perfectly 
correct. This economi c concept takes the cultural context as 
given and develops the distibution relationships from it. It is 
also evident that this distribution may not work for the best 
of the community. Such an analysis includes the utilitarian 
economics as only a small area of consideration. With respect 
to welfare, utilitarian was mainly concerned with competition 
and its effect upon welfare. The socialists were also concerned 
with the same problem. They developed an exploitation theory 
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on a classical fotmdation. Their logic and conclusions may h&ve 
been wrong but their aim and the way they approached economics 
were an important addition to economics. They were concerned 
with welfare and believed a. change in the social organization 
was the answer. The historical school was another development 
in this field. 
Veblen carries on the approach of the historical and 
socialist schools. How do the "rules of the game" affect the 
total welfare of the society?--is his problem. Utilitarian 
economics reasons v;i th the "rule s " as given . Veblen believes 
by analyzing the rules and making changes, the welfare can be 
increased. 
8l 
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ABSTRA-CT 
Different schools of economics have made contributions to 
I the concept of welfare. The Classical contributed the idea of 
wealth of nation as sum of the individual welfares or the great-
est good for the greatest nrunber. The socialists and others 
started the concept of individual welfare being dependent upon 
group welfare. This thesis is an attempt to pres ent Veblen's 
contributions to the concept. 
Veblen's evolutionary economics is base d upon htunan insti-
tutions having an existence aside from an individual's rational 
I purposive actions.. Man's purposive rational actions operate 
within a social supe rstructure ~ that is part of his conditioning 
environment. This ethos is best adapted to aiding man wh en it i 
oriented to furthering the instinctual triumvirate of workman-
I ship, pe.rental bent, and idle curiosity "v'Jh ich, when considered 
! together, are oriented to the preservation and enhancement of 
the group . This evolutionary approach considers the utilitarian 
economics as only a partial consideration influencing how man 
satisfies his vvants or the economic interest. 
The utili~arian economi cs is an economics concerned with 
the increase in individual and group wealth via market exchange 
.regulated by some degree of competition. As such, it has been 
able to develop some concepts capable of quantitative measure-
ment such as value, utility, competition, and productivity. It 
l is a theory of competitive acquisition of property rights , or a 
theory of distribution based upon consumer desires. It does 
not consider how particul~r man-made inst ituions affect a 
person's ability to get a sha~e of the national income. It 
considers, mainly, only physical laws, such diminishing returns 
natural scarcity and etc. 
Veblen's devel(?pment of the workmanship predatory concept 
is an economic study of all human instituions, and by Veblen's 
definition of institutions, it is an analysis of the relation-
ship between social psychology, economic institutions, and 
material welfare . It is a study of institutions and how they 
aid or hinder the operation of the triumvirate which is sup-
pose to operate to the benefit of group welfare. It is a study 
how institutions favoring the predatory instinct work to the 
detriment of serviceability 1 welfaJ•e . 
The industrial-pecuniary concept is an illustration of the 
effect of present day economic institutions upon servi.ceability 
1 or welfare. It shows how the excess furthering of the acquisi -
tive instinct via emphasis upon money or the pecuniary interest 
in a society of small economic units with complete freedom 
works to the detriment of the operation of the industrial 
mechanism. It demonstrates how the ~unposive actions of the 
businessman are only a small part of the factors determined by 
the results upon group welfare . This is ably illustrated by 
the business cy~le. 
Conclusions regarding Veblen's contribution to vuelfare 
I RJ! 
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economics are (1) individual ,Nelfare depends upon group welfare, 
(2) welfare depends upon furthering those institutions that 
' work for the best adapting of people to the group and the group 
to its environment (3) the institutional basis of we lfare 
changes over the ages (4) welfare in present era depends partly 
upon the smooth and uninterrupted movement of the industrial 
mechanism, ( 5 ) welfare depends upon the least pain in adapting 
the society an0- people to changes originating within the 
mechanism, i.e. changing of working force from secondary to 
tertiary occupations and other major changes in allocation of 
resources, both physical and human. 
The problem that existed before Veblen and still exists 
as regards welfare concepts is the develppment of concepts 
useful, like the utilitarian, in solving problems of group 
welfare or institutions. Veblen's approach is most worthwhile 
in its development of concepts to be used by economic histori-
&~s rather than as tools in making decisions regarding present 
and future economic actions. Utilitarian economics is useful 
in this most import@mt use of economic theory. 
. . 
